Hacking
the Hill
Can tech entrepreneurs game Washington?
By SIMON VAN ZUYLEN-WOOD
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Illustration by Randy Pollak

Borgata is the kind of casino that can make
you forget that Atlantic City is on the brink of economic collapse. The place looks like it’s made of
gold, it’s got restaurants run by Iron Chefs, and it
earns hundreds of millions more in annual revenue
than its nearest rival. Such is its commitment to
moneymaking depravity that it stipulates its cocktail waitresses—the “Borgata Babes”—may not gain
more than 7 percent of the body weight at which
they were hired.
he
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One Saturday in September, Jim Greer, a video-game tycoon and
budding campaign finance reformer with a mild Texas Hold ’Em
obsession, is sitting in the Borgata poker room, holding on to the
ace and queen of hearts. His opponent, a young Asian woman, cradles a pop neuroscience book in her lap. Her chip count is low, and
Greer, staring down a flush draw, is trying to bully her into making
a heedless call. She bites and goes all in, but her hand—two pair—is
better than his. Greer loses $500 and notes the result in a small
notebook. “Sometimes you gotta do that,” he says, turning my way.
“At least, that’s how you justify a bad hand.”
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with something as thoroughly un-libertarian as campaign finance reform? Greer’s
explanations include: “I thought about
trying to do something in education, but a
whole lot of people are already doing that,”
and, with a grin, “megalomania.” But he also
admits that he can be drawn to what he and
Internet critic Evgeny Morozov mockingly
call “solutionism.” “Nerds like me who’ve
been successful in technology are probably
delusionally willing to look at a broken system and say, ‘We can make it better.’ ”
That “solutionist” tendency also drives
the best-known kamikaze super PAC, MayDay PAC, founded earlier this year by Harvard Law professor Lawrence Lessig. While
Greer’s group takes aim at dark money,
MayDay seeks to give small donors more
influence, by sending reform-minded politicians to Washington. Lessig has long been
a cult hero in the tech world for his work on
copyright law; his PAC received a $500,000
donation from Napster cofounder and
serial investor Sean Parker. LinkedIn’s Reid
Hoffman chipped in $150,000, as did PayPal
creator Peter Thiel.
Silicon Valley’s interest in election
reform can be partly credited to its affection for Lessig, but it clearly runs deeper
than that. Represent.Us, a good-government start-up that wants to ban lobbying
donations outright, is stacked with venture capitalists and tech entrepreneurs.
CounterPAC’s biggest donor (after Greer)
is Matt Cutts, the Google employee who
makes sure that people don’t game the
search engine to show up near the top of
your screen. And in this summer’s Democratic gubernatorial primary in New
York, Zephyr Teachout’s bid to unseat
Gov. Andrew Cuomo—which homed in
on New York State’s chronic corruption—
garnered support from Reddit founder
Alexis Ohanian.
This burst of interest in election reform is

not just ideologically puzzling, it’s also curious on another level. After decades of aloof
disregard for Washington, Silicon Valley
has lately been deepening its investment
in traditional politics. Google and Facebook have become lobbying behemoths.
Mid-majors such as Airbnb, SpaceX, and
Uber have hired Washington influencepeddlers to fight their regulatory battles.
Mark Zuckerberg and friends have poured
millions into immigration and education
reform, while fellow new-money oligarchs
like Parker bankroll candidates across
the country.
In other words, while one chunk of the
industry is bulking up on political ammo,
another is focused on disarmament. Why?

I

n 1997, Greer was in his late-20s,
working as a video-game developer
in Austin, when he and a couple of
buddies released a title called NetStorm: Islands at War. The premise:
Chunks of a planet called Nimbus have been
hurtled into outer space thanks to constant
warring by Nimbus’s three almighty gods, or
Furies. As a result, the floating chunks have
become little nations unto themselves, each
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Greer lives in San Francisco but brought
his family to New York for the fall. A weekend
of legal gambling is only a $44 Greyhound
ticket away. On the day we meet, Greer, who’s
43, is wearing blue jeans and a blue sweater,
plus a few patches of orange-gray scruff
on his face. A veteran of the video-game
industry, he’s in many ways an archetypal
Silicon Valley entrepreneur: He became
incredibly rich before turning 40, he meditates with the help of an iPhone app, and
he’s “not a big believer in government institutions, honestly.”
In August, despite that distrust of government—or, rather, because of it—Greer
became the latest tech heavyweight to make
a major political play. He created CounterPAC, a super PAC designed to force congressional candidates to reject undisclosed
donations, or at least to reveal the sources
of their campaign cash. If candidates in
targeted races open their books, nothing happens. If they refuse, CounterPAC
“money-bombs” them with negative ads
about their reliance on what has become
known as dark money.
Like many of his tech-world colleagues,
Greer exhibits a default disdain for both
political parties; he voted for President
Obama in 2008 but has since latched on to
Rand Paul’s more antiestablishment brand
of politics. When it comes to Republicans
versus Democrats, he says, CounterPAC
will be agnostic. “I don’t care if you’re David
Koresh, or, you know, the Klan, or Stalin,”
he says. “If you are willing to forgo all dark
money in your campaign, then you’ve met
our requirements.”
Greer sees a connection between his
interest in dark money and his gambling
habit. “I like games, I like poker,” he says.
“Politics is a game. How do I make the game
work better?” But why choose this game,
rather than any other? Why is someone
with libertarian leanings getting involved

J im G reer ’ s C ounter PAC asks

candidates to disclose all donors—or risk
being money-bombed with attack ads.

governed by a high priest—and controlled
by different players. To win, you had to
invade the other islands and sacrifice their
priests to the Furies. It was like a medieval,
violent version of SimCity.
NetStorm was a cult hit and a commercial dud; the product-review site CNET
later named it one of the “Top 10 Games
That No One Bought.” Which perhaps
explains why Greer and collaborator Zack
Simpson found their minds drifting. Neither Simpson, a high school dropout, nor
Greer, a 1995 Princeton graduate, had been
particularly interested in politics to that
point. But when Sens. John McCain and
Russ Feingold’s push for campaign finance
reform began to accelerate, they perked up.
“Network games are a little like politics, in
that you’re trying to coordinate a bunch of
game players who are trying to beat up on
each other,” says Simpson, now a molecular-biology researcher at the University
of Texas (Austin). “When McCain-Feingold was going on, we somehow got onto
the topic of, ‘Well, politics is the ultimate
game. What kind of rule sets would lead to
better acting?’ ”
So they cooked up a scheme called
the National Endowment for Campaign

Finance. The idea was to create a system that combined all the benefits of public financing (a check on crazy spending)
while eliminating the drawbacks (“welfare for politicians”). Greer and Simpson
drafted a manifesto that called for creating a privately pooled pot of cash—source
TBD—from which politicians could draw.
The carrot? Free money. The stick? If candidates spurned the endowment, they
risked electoral doom. “Those candidates
who choose not to get their funding from
the endowment will be automatically outspent by the endowment,” the manifesto
read. “We believe that this financial incentive, along with the political benefit of having an unsullied source of campaign funds,
will encourage all candidates to abandon
the potentially corrupting influence of private funds.”
There were just a few problems, Greer
recalls. “We didn’t know anybody. And we
didn’t have any money.” Plus, it was against
the law. “You couldn’t have a private group
that would fund your campaign covertly.”
So, needing a new job anyway—his company
collapsed after the failure of NetStorm—
Greer shelved the plan and bounced around
at some dot-com bubble start-ups before

winding up at gaming monolith Electronic
Arts. He struck out on his own again in 2006,
creating a sort of YouTube for gamers called
Kongregate, This time, he hit pay dirt: In
2010, retailer GameStop bought Greer’s
company, netting him a fortune.
Greer’s coup meant that, when a certain
paradigm-shifting Supreme Court decision was handed down that same year, he
was well on his way to being a wealthy dude
with a ton of free time on his hands. “Citizens United came along,” he says, “and Zack
and I were like, ‘Hey, remember that idea
that was stupid and illegal? Well, now it’s
just stupid! You can use unlimited private
money to fund a campaign!’ ”
Earlier this year, Greer (and Simpson,
playing a bit role as treasurer) revived the
old pipe dream in the relatively humble
form of CounterPAC. In 1998, they’d calculated that they’d need $8 billion, plus interest, to combat the scourge of big money in
perpetuity. That number, needless to say,
has since ballooned—and so far, CounterPAC has a mere $800,000 to spend. Given
the inherent limitations of a nonpartisan start-up PAC, Greer thought it made
sense to winnow the initial focus to dark
money. “It’s hard to find a constituency for
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“Hey, remember that idea that was stupid and illegal?”
unlimited, undisclosed spending, right?”
With the help of some veteran political
hands—including ubiquitous champion of
bipartisanship Mark McKinnon, who also
works with MayDay—CounterPAC has targeted five too-close-to-call races this fall:
House contests in Colorado and West Virginia, plus Senate elections in Alaska, Georgia, and Iowa. Over the past few months,
Greer has contacted all 10 major candidates
and asked them to sign a pledge to reveal
their previously undisclosed donors. If they
refuse, the implication is clear : They’ll get
money-bombed with negative ads. Or, as
Greer puts it, “Whichever one doesn’t sign
on is going to get fucked by CounterPAC.”
Well, in theory. The results have thus far
been meager. CounterPAC has earned two
official signatures, from Sen. Mark Begich of
Alaska and Andrew Romanoff, who is running for a House seat in Colorado; it has run
one attack ad, against Romanoff’s opponent.
Sample snippet: “The problem with secret

donors is: You just don’t know who they are.
Big tobacco? Russian oil billionaires? Toobig-to-fail Wall Street bankers? The owner
of China’s largest casino?” Besides an outraged response from the target of the spot,
Republican Rep. Mike Coffman, it’s unclear
that the ad had any effect. The prediction
wizards have the race “leaning Republican.”
Whatever happens in November, the
dark-money focus may yet prove to be
shrewd. While the initial furor over Citizens United was focused on the rise of super
PACs, undisclosed cash is proving to be the
bigger scourge; according to a New York
Times analysis, more than half of all campaign spending this cycle has come from
undisclosed sources. The Supreme Court
was clueless about this, Greer fumes. “If
you read that opinion,” he tells me over
lunch, picking at some chicken wings and
grilled shrimp, “they thought that money
was going to be 100 percent disclosed. They
should reconsider their opinion, because

they were fucking wrong about that and
very naive. But they just arrogantly thought
they understood the way politics worked.”

N

ot long after my day at
the Borgata, I settle into a
pew at the Sixth & I Synagogue in Washington for
a book talk by Peter Thiel,
who’s hawking his new how-to-get-richlike-I-did volume, Zero to One. After a brisk,
25-minute business sermon, Thiel, tieless
in a dark, slim suit, fields questions from
the audience. As it happens, I’m not the
only attendee puzzled by a staunch libertarian—a man who gave a Ron Paul-promoting
super PAC $2.6 million in 2012—investing in campaign finance reform. A filmmaker who’s shooting a documentary about
money in politics asks Thiel why he donated
to MayDay.
Here, in part, is Thiel’s answer, delivered

P ay P al founder P eter T hiel

says he’s conflicted about whether the
political system is “worth trying to fix.”
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Greer asked. “Well, now it’s just stupid!”
in his usual halting, guttural fashion: “Well, angry about copyright infringement on the exactly what some have done. Highest-proI, um, I always have this somewhat schizo- Net; or when it faces serious-seeming gov- file among these groups is Mark Zuckerphrenic view on what to do about politics. I ernment officials talking about the dangers berg’s immigration-reform effort—the $50
think it’s very important, and then I think of crime on the Net, the rhetoric of even a million, techie-funded FWD.us. A few years
it’s very broken ... so I always go back and Grateful Dead lyricist won’t cut it. ... There back, Zuckerberg dipped his toe into educaforth on: Is it worth trying to fix things? had to be political action. But political tion reform too, sinking $100 million into
Should we just ignore it?”
action is just what the Net wasn’t ready for.” Newark, New Jersey.
From the start, Silicon Valley has been
That has begun to change. Google, which
But FWD.us ground to a halt and axed
both disgusted with Washington and reluc- a decade ago bristled at the notion of estab- its president this summer. Zuckerberg’s
tant to commit to a serious political strat- lishing a meaningful lobbying operation Newark experiment, which largely relied
egy. The distrust dates back at least to 1990, in Washington, has gone from being the on private consultants while attempting
the same year Tim Berners-Lee created 213th-biggest spender on lobbying among to circumvent teachers unions and their
the world’s first Web page, when a series U.S. corporations to the second. Facebook, political allies, was an even bigger flop.
of federal government aggressions rad- which refused to trade cash for influence in Indeed, when the tech world does inch sucicalized the tech world. John Perry Bar- its first five years, is now one of the biggest cessfully into the realm of politics and pollow, a former lyricist for the Grateful Dead, spenders in the tech industry.
icy, it manages only to nibble around the
found himself being interrogated by an FBI
Silicon Valley has shown a willingness edges, bent on promoting good government
agent looking for a nefarious hacker collec- to play on the local level, too. Elon Musk, or transparency with sites like SeeClickFix
tive; Mitchell Kapor, a celebrated software Tesla Motors cofounder and aspiring space- and MapLight. Or it gets called into D.C. for
designer, reported a similar encounter. vacation mogul, earned approval to build a Geek Squad clean-up jobs, as when HealthMeanwhile, the Secret Service was con- SpaceX rocket launch pad in Texas, after Care.gov was in the toilet. Despite the piles
ducting a series of home-computer raids, making $12,000 in state and local political of cash and eternal grievances, it seems
dubbed Operation SunDevil, in more than donations. The ride-sharing service Uber, to lack both the political savvy and, more
a dozen cities. The feds wound up arrest- facing inevitable pushback from “protec- important, the appetite to make a meaning a few legitimate hackers, but the sting tionist, anticompetitive efforts,” as its CEO ingful dent.
was largely seen as a publicity stunt. In the puts it, has hired Obama campaign manBut in the process of trying, Silicon Valaggregate, the events of 1990 suggested this ager David Plouffe to craft a political game ley “has seen what the inside game looks
to the tech world: A bunch of ham-fisted plan. Another darling of the sharing econ- like,” says Adam Conner, who was Facefeds are after us, and they have absolutely omy, Airbnb, has found itself facing off in book’s first lobbyist and now works at a
no clue what they’re doing.
New York state not only against persnick- nascent Sean Parker-funded civic-engageIn response, Barlow and Kapor helped ety politicians but also highly annoyed ten- ment start-up called Brigade. “They may
to start the Electronic Frontier Founda- ants and affordable-housing advocates. realize not only that they may not like it but
tion, designed not merely to get the govern- So it has ponied up, too, hiring Mayor Bill that it’s skewed towards the incumbents.”
ment out of the tech sector’s hair but also, de Blasio’s campaign guru, Bill Hyers, for Indeed, adds technology writer Micah Sifry,
as Wired grandly put it, to “reverse-engi- political guidance.
“Incumbent industries can purchase proneer government, to hack politics down
The post-Citizens United political envi- tection from government instead of comto its component parts and fix it.” Wash- ronment should be quite hospitable to Sil- peting. And part of the way they purchase
ington, alas, did not wish to be fixed, and icon Valley. Instead of reinforcing existing that is through big money and lobbying.
the crackdowns continued. In 2000, a fed- power structures, as one might have pre- And so, for example, if you’re a disruptive
eral judge shut down Napster, the peer-to- dicted, the influx of unrestrained corporate upstart trying to encourage more peopeer music-sharing network. Three years and private cash has led to the rise of super ple to rent out their apartment on Airbnb,
later, Lessig took on a similar case, argu- PACs and “issue-advocacy organizations” you’re up against the hotel lobby. And if you
ing before the Supreme Court that a 1998 that have weakened the Democratic and are a funder of start-ups that thrive on the
Hollywood-backed copyright law—the so- Republican parties. As former FEC Chair- open Internet ... you see the threat of Vericalled Mickey Mouse Protection Act—was man Trevor Potter recently told The New zon and Comcast imposing higher cost on
unconstitutional. The government won York Times Magazine, “Suddenly, we priva- some entrants.”
that fight, too.
tized politics.”
And if you’ve made a killing in Silicon
Clearly, Washington just didn’t get SiliThis would seem like a massive advan- Valley, where the spoils go not to the dinocon Valley. But this was partly Silicon Val- tage for Silicon Valley, which has a ton of saur but to the start-up, that seems totally
ley’s fault. As Lessig wrote in his 1999 book money, a ton of complaints about the gov- backward. The attitude was captured
Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace, the ernment, and a deep distaste for dealing well by the complaint one tech pooh-bah
tech sector had made no real attempt to with actual politicians. Equally, it seems lodged in New York magazine earlier this
convince the political establishment of the like a fantastic opportunity for folks like year: “If Elon [Musk] needs billions of dolbrilliance of its ideas. As a result, “When Greer, who, like many in the tech world, is lars to build [high-speed transit moonshot]
Congress confronts impassioned parents “an enthusiastic capitalist” and “hates teach- Hyperloop, he should get it dammit! There
demanding it protect their kids on the Net; ers unions like crazy” to create regular, old, shouldn’t be any obstacle to Elon being able
or when it faces world-famous musicians issue-based super PACs. And, indeed, that’s to change our world.”
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he tech companies that have governors and free from political hacks.” group, is starting even more slowly, focusing
taken the traditional route to
That vision, as Lessig recognized, was this cycle on an ethics-reform ballot initiative
political power are lobbying overly naive. And yet, his and Greer’s super in Florida.
only for themselves, of course, PACs are banking on the idea that a version of
However successful these efforts prove on
not for the industry-wide prin- it is within reach. (Of course, they’re also bet- Nov. 4, their emergence tells us something
ciples that Lessig and the EFF began touting ting on the pull of self-interest: If we fix the significant about the tech sector’s political
in the ’90s. On that larger front, Silicon Valley system, we own it.)
maturation. Silicon Valley certainly wants to
is still losing—and its disdain for Washington
“When the copyright wars were just begin- engage, but purely on its own terms. It wants
continues to grow. The case of Internet prod- ning, the argument was made that Silicon to change politics but without getting too
igy and Lessig collaborator Aaron Swartz, Valley should just buy Hollywood, and just involved in ... politics.
who killed himself in 2013 after being prose- declare peace, so we could get on with building
Which brings us back to Atlantic City.
cuted for publicly releasing a massive trove of the infrastructure of the Net,” Lessig tells me. Around noon, as we drive from the Borgata
papers from a paywalled academic database, “But it’s not clear that the will to fight for neu- parking lot to a local surf-and-turf place he
only hardened the view that the federal gov- tral networks is as strong as the will of quasi- found on Yelp, Greer begins telling me about
ernment was not only an enemy of Internet monopolies to protect their [interests.] God an idea for a start-up he’s been tinkering with.
freedom, it was also the captive of the wrong bless Tom Steyer for spending $100 million” “So I’ve got this idea I’m funding,” he says, sitkind of rich special interests. The federal gov- to promote candidates dedicated to fighting ting in the passenger seat of the Prius Zipcar
ernment, Lessig says, treated his protégé like a Big Energy, “but he’s up against an industry I had very consciously rented. “A way to play
hardened criminal—over a copyright issue, no that makes $100 billion of profit every year.”
poker that basically takes the luck out. Which
less—all because it was beholden to a “dumb
Given the option to continue grappling with sounds impossible.” He pauses. “This is comlaw” (the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act) a broken system or to create a new one, the plicated enough we should probably do it
backed by wealthy patrons.
choice seems obvious to Silicon Valley—and after we finish driving.”
That argument resonated throughout the means by which the system might be fixed
We get to the restaurant, order our beers,
the tech world. Apple cofounder Steve Woz- are completely in its wheelhouse. “Tech com- and resume. “So, in poker, I can’t see your
niak, in a video he cut for MayDay, lists four panies don’t go straight to the problem,” says cards,” Greer says. But if you’re a good enough
tech-sector issues that he believes have been Ethan Beard, a partner at venture-capital firm player, you can figure out with some accuhijacked by corporate cash: net neutrality, Greylock Partners, who gave to both Counter- racy what range of cards your opponent has,
privacy, patent reform, and online piracy. PAC and MayDay. “You try to find a hack, a way purely based on how she reacts to the cards on
“I like to think of democracy as America’s around the problem, a way to solve it much the table. To make a long and byzantine story
‘operating system,’ ” Wozniak intones. “Now, more easily.” With respect to campaign finance short, the idea is to create an online poker
because of how money has completely taken reform, he says, “If you solve this, it’s easier site in which the player’s own cards aren’t
over our political system, America’s operat- than solving 1,000 other problems directly.”
revealed to her. Instead, the player supplies
ing system is very broken. With MayDay, the
the computer with precise information on
Internet now has a super PAC.”
how she would bet when confronted by difWozniak couldn’t have better explained
u t ca n t h e h a c k actu- ferent card combinations. The player with
the lure of campaign finance reform for Silially work? The track record the smartest strategy wins.
con Valley types. First, there’s a “broken sysof anti-super PACs is scanty.
“For good players, it’s more fun,” says Greer,
tem” in need of a fix. Second, it’s a system
Jonathan Soros, son of George, who finished a respectable 300th or so in a
that threatens not only Internet freedom
cocreated the first one, World Series of Poker event over the summer.
but profits as well. “They imagine it will take Friends of Democracy, in 2012, and showed For everyone else, it would probably suck. But
away from this problem of needing to be sup- that success was possible; seven of the eight that’s not the point; the point is to get around
plicants to power in Washington in order to reformist congressional candidates backed the online poker bans that exist throughout
pursue the business they want to pursue,” by the group won their races. It’s not clear that most of the country—bans that exist because
Lessig says. “It means a democracy where you Lessig, though he’s generated far more cash— poker is considered a “game of chance.” Take
don’t have to pay your way to be able to com- $8 million to Soros’s $2.7 million—and PR the chance out of it, and you’ve beaten the regpete, and to be able to exist.” Or, he might have for his effort, will match Soros’s success rate. ulators by bypassing them altogether.
added, to be able to have your genius start-up One of his candidates already got creamed by
Greer’s luckless poker game is telling in
dominate the market the way it should.
Scott Brown in a GOP Senate primary in New two respects. One, most obviously, it repreBut it’s not just the fate of aspiring space- Hampshire, and another, Democratic House sents a way of hacking around annoying govvacation moguls and radical vehicle-sharers candidate Ruben Gallego, was on his way to a ernment rules. Two, it transforms poker into
that makes Lessig’s and Greer’s schemes so primary victory in Arizona before MayDay a pure meritocracy, where inexperienced
appealing to the tech world. The whole idea stepped in. The rest of Lessig’s candidates— basement-leaguers can’t ride a hot streak to
of grassroots, citizen-driven, small-donor four Democrats, one Republican, and one victory. For self-made tech millionaires like
elections corresponds to one of the origi- independent—compete in November.
Greer, that’s an extremely appealing concept.
nal promises of the Internet. “Cyberspace,”
Greer chose sexier races, but beyond one “People in Silicon Valley generally succeeded
as Lessig writes in Code, “would be a soci- imminent attack ad against Democrat Nick in meritocratic systems,” says Tim Wu, the
ety of a very different sort. There would be Rahall in West Virginia, he isn’t planning Internet scholar who was Zephyr Teachout’s
definition and direction, but built from the to spend much more than the $122,000 running mate in New York. “They succeeded
bottom-up. The society of this space would he’s already plunked down this cycle. Repre- because they had better products.” Why
be a fully self-ordering entity, cleansed of sent.Us, the Valley-backed anti-corruption shouldn’t democracy work the same way? 
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